color chart
Standard Colors

Specialty Colors

Maroon

Patriot Red

First generation doors used polyester paint, and second generation doors used a siliconized polyester. Now there’s a more flexible, longer warranty alternative: Super Durable Polyester (SDP)
paint. Only at Janus International.*
SDP paint offers greater flexibility, corrosion resistance and hardness… all important features when you consider the daily wear
and tear your steel doors receive.
Our coil coating color selections are available for 26 gauge materials, such as our sheet doors and filler panels and components.
All colors here are stocked and backed by a 40 year film integrity
warranty, guaranteed to hold up against peeling, cracking, blistering, flaking, splitting or delaminating. In addition, these colors
are guaranteed not to fade or change color for 25 years. Refer to
the complete official warranty in this brochure.

Specialty colors are priced slightly higher than Standard colors
due to pigmentation processes and other factors. Extra Green,
Safety Yellow and Light Stone (not shown) also considered
Specialty colors. Custom colors may be available and require a
minimum order, additional charges and/or extended lead times.
Contact a sales representative for details. Models 850 and 3400
available in white only.
While color names listed here may be identical to other
companies, Janus does not guarantee an exact color match
with them.
Color chart is for representation only and should not be
used for exact color match. Please contact 770.562.2850 or
marketing@janusitnl.com for actual steel color samples.

According to the Door & Access Systems Manufacturers Association
(DASMA), “a common occurrence with rolling door products, under normal usage of such products, is the wearing away of the painted surface of
the curtain. This condition occurs as the result of the curtain repeatedly
coiling upon itself, and then repeatedly uncoiling, upon the opening and
closing of a rolling door.” Therefore normal wear and tear from metal to
metal contact is not covered under the Janus paint warranty.

